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Abstract: Using stability analysis and information from the constant coefficient problem, we motivate an explicit 
exponentially fitted one-step method to approximate the solution of a scalar Riccati equation 
cy’=c(~)y~+d(x)y+e(x), O<x<x, y(0) = yo7 
where e > 0 is a small parameter and the coefficients c, d and e are assumed to be real valued and continuous. An 
explicit Euler-type scheme is presented which, when applied to the numerical integration of the continuous problem, 
give solutions satisfying a uniform (in e) error estimate with order one (where suitable restrictions are imposed on the 
coefficients c, d and e together with the choice of v(O)). Using a counterexample, we show that, for a particular class 
of problems, the solutions of the fitted scheme do not converge uniformly (in e) to the corresponding solutions of the 
continuous problems. Numerical results are presented which compare the fitted scheme with a number of implicit 
schemes when applied to the numerical integration of some sample problems. 
1. Preliminaries 
1. I. Introduction 
We consider the scalar Riccati equation 
cy’=c(x)y2+d(x)y+e(x), O<x<X, (1 J) 
for some y(0) =yO, where E > 0 is a small parameter and the coefficients c, d and e, assumed to 
be real valued and continuous (more precise conditions will be imposed later) are such that 
d*(x)-4c(x)e(x)>O, O<x<X. (1.2) 
The equation derives its name from Jacopo Francesco, Count Riccati (1676-1754) [24], who 
considered the particular equation 
y’(x) = x -my+) - nxm+n-’ = 0, 
where m and n are integers. Equation (1.1) has wide applications in many areas of Science, such 
as Chemical Kinetics [21,30], Mathematical Physics [12], for example in the propagation of 
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axially symmetric waves [19], the input wave impedance to an induction device [13], quadratic 
periodic optimization, in the design of solar heating systems [27], etc. Many applications are 
given in [5], one of the more interesting is a problem from Swinnerton-Dyer [29] who studied a 
Riccati equation which plays a fundamental role in the ‘large parameter’ theory of the 
inhomogeneous Van der Pol equation 
z’(x)=zZ-x2+1-CY-22px, z(O)=O, (I .3) 
better known as the problem of Littlewood. After suitable transformations, the equation can be 
written in the form 
U’(X)=l-2X(1-hU)t_BU2, U(O)=O, 
and the following lemma illustrates the interesting solution behaviour. 
(1.4) 
Lemma (Swinnerton-Dyer [29]). Let l_J = U(X) be the solution of (1.4) which satisfies the initial 
condition U = 0 at X = 0, and assume 0 < X < t. Then there is a unique positive B0 = B,(X) such 
that 
(i) if O<B<B,, then U+ --co asX+ +co; 
(ii) if B > B,, then U + + co at a vertical asymptote X= X0( B, A); 
(iii) if B = B, th en 0-C U<2Xin O<X< +co. 
In particular when X = 0, explicit calculations [29] suggest that B,(O) = 4.22978. 
1.2. Stability analysis 
In this section, we present some ideas which will be used in later work and, although we are 
primarily concerned with the scalar Riccati equation, they are relevant to the general autono- 
mous system 
y’ =f (y), y(O) =yo given. (1.5) 
We define a critical point as a point y, such that f( y,) = 0 and consider how the phase line is 
used to predict the behaviour of y(x) as x + cc for any y. with special attention to the general 
Riccati equation (1.1). For the general system (1.5), we refer the interested reader to Howard [15] 
who considers the applications of phase space analysis to the approximate solution of systems of 
o.d.e.‘s. Using [2], we obtain the following: The phase line is used to study solutions to the 
autonomous system (1.5) whose critical points y, are the solutions of f( y,) = 0 and there are 
only three possibilities for the global behaviour of a solution on the phase line: it may 
(i) approach a critical point as x + cc; 
(ii) approach + cc as x -+ cc ; 
(iii) remain motionless at a critical point for all x. 
We illustrate the above by considering the constant coefficient problem 
cy’ = cy2+dy+e, y(O)=y,, 
and, if we assume that d2 > 4ce, we may write (1.6) in the form 
(1.6) 
(1.7) CY ‘=c(y-a)(y--b), Y(O)=YO, c > 0, 
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whose solution is given by 
y(x) = ~(y, - b) - b(yo - a> er(a-h)*‘r 
(yo _ b) - (_bjo - a) ec(u-h)+ . 
(1.8) 
The critical points are clearly Y = a and Y = b. In what follows. ive will always denote the stable 
critical point by a and the unsrable critical point by 6. We consider the possible relationships 
between a, b and c in (1.7) so that a is a stable critical point. To this end, we linearize (1.7) in 
the neighbourhood of the point Y = a. Let Y = a + 6, 6(x) small. substitute into (1.7) ignoring 
higher powers of 6, to obtain 
~6’ = c( a - b)6. (1.9) 
Equation (1.9) is a linear constant coefficient problem whose solution will decay exponentially if 
c(a - 6) < 0, (1.10) 
and hence we can determine which critical point will be the stable one for either c < 0 or c > 0. 
In particular, 
a is a stable critical point when either 
a>bandc<O, or a<bandc>O. (1 .ll) 
If we choose Y0 < b when c > 0 and Y,, > b when c < 0 then Y( A- I + a monotonically as x + cc. 
We remark that inspection of (1.8) will illustrate the different solution behaviour. For 
example, if c < 0 and a > b then if we choose Y, < b we see that Y(x) + cc as x -+ x,, where 
-6 
x+= 
c(a - b) 
> 0. 
Consider the special case when a = b, in this case (1.7) becomes 
CY ‘=c(y-a)‘, y(O)=y,, (1.12) 
with the exact solution 
y(x) = a + Yo - a 
l+(y,-a)cx/~’ 
(1.13) 
If we linearize (1.12) in the neighbourhood of y = a, as before vve obtain 
CY r = d2. (1 s4) 
Equation (1.14) has a rationally decreasing solution if c < 0 and the critical point y = a is known 
as a saddle point since if either y, > a, c < 0 or y. < a, c > 0 then y(x) -+ a monotonically as 
x -+ co. For example, 
if Y,, < a and c < 0 then y(x) -+ - cc as x -+x+ 
where x, = f/[c(yo - a)] t 
and a similar analysis can be applied to the case c ,> 0. Combining both, we obtain a rule, similar 
to (l.ll), as follows 
y ( x ) + a monotonically as x * cc, if either 
y,>a and ~(0, or y,<aand c>O. 
Note that if y0 = a then y(x) = a for all x 2 0 for both c < 0 and c > 0. 
(1.15) 
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It is interesting to note the limiting behaviour of the solution of (1.7) as b + a. From (1.8) we 
have 
jir+rOy(x) = lim 
a(yO - b) - b(yO - a) eC(u-h)x/r 
h-+u (yO - b) - (yO - a) ec(n-h)x/r 
= a + lim 
( yO _ a)( a _ b) ec(a-h)cx/r 
h_Lt (a _ b) ec(a-h)x/t + ( y0 _ b)[ 1 _ ec(a-h)l/r] 
Yo - a =a+ 1  (yo-a)cx/c (1116) 
which is (1.13) the solution of problem (1.12). 
However, we must compare (1.11) with (1.15) as the choice of y0 is of crucial significance to 
the stability properties of the solution. In particular, if in (1.7) we assume that CC 0 and hence 
a > 6, then the only stable case of (1.15) is the trivial one, y. = a, since, from (1.15), y is 
unstable if y. -C a. The difficulty associated with the limiting behaviour of the solutions will 
manifest itself in the convergence analysis which follows in Section 2. 
1.3. Difference approximations 
The choice of difference approximation is motivated by our knowledge of the constant 
coefficient problem. The approach is analogous to the methods proposed for linear problems 
[10,4,5], but differs from the methods proposed in [lo] for nonlinear problems which exponen- 
tially fits the (Newton) linearized equation. Here we choose the fitting factor p,, so that the exact 
solution of the continuous problem 
CY ‘=c(y-a)(y-b), a, band cconstant, 
satisfies exactly the corresponding scheme (taking the explicit case as an example) 
Y n+l =y, +tp,(y, - a)(y, - b), y. =v(O). 
The fitting factor p, (with a, b and c constant) so obtained is then rewritten in terms of the 
variable problem data a(x), b(x) and c(x). The critical points a and b (with a as the stable 
root) are chosen according to (1.11) or (1.15). 
Note that the general form of an exponentially fitted one-step method (B-scheme), applied to 
the constant coefficient problem (1.7), may be written as follows 
(%/P)(Y,+, -Y,,) = (1 - S)(Y, - a)(y, - b) + 6(y,+i - a)(y,+, -b) (1.17) 
where p = h/c and 
an= (1-O)(a-b) (yo-b)-(yo-a)e”“-h”“+“P 
P er(o-h)p _ 1 1 
(yO _ b) _ (yo _ a) ed~--b)np 
1 
+ %r--b> (y. - b) - ( y. - a) ec(n-h)np 
ec(o-h)&’ _ 1 
i 1 
( yO _ b) _ ( yO _ a) eC(a-h)(n+‘)P ’ 
and, in the case where b = a, the corresponding 8 scheme is 
(%/P)(Yn+, -Y,) = (1 - @(Y, -a)’ + O(Y,+, -a)’ 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
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where 
II= (1-e) WY~-~C(~+~)P 8 l- (yv,-a)cnp 
P PC [ 1 - (Yo - 4cnP 1 I +pc l-(y,-a)c(n+l)p . 1 (1.20) 
Inspection of (1.18) (1.20) will show, analogous to (1.16) for the continuous problem, that 
lim (S/P) = 7,/p. 
h-u 
The convergence results in Section 2 will relate to the explicit scheme (6 = 0) and we will 
consider the resulting Euler type scheme in the following form 
xl+1 =Yn ‘Pn(Yn - 4(Yn -a 
ec(u-h)p _ 1 
1 
1 _ K e”‘“-h)np 
P, = a-b 1 1 _ K eC(u-h)(n+I)P ’ 
where 
K=(y,-&‘(y,-b) 
and a corresponding fitting factor when the critical points are equal (a = b) is obtained by 
setting e = 0 in (1.20). 
2. Convergence results 
2. I. Introduction 
Writing (1.1) in the form 
Ey’=c(x)(y-u(x))(y-b(x)), O<x<X, (2.1) 
we consider the application of exponentially fitted schemes, based on the formulation of Section 
1, to the numerical integration of certain classes of (2.1) using fixed step size sequences. In 
particular, we consider the case 
a(x) > b(x), c(x) ~0, O<x<X, 
for the problem 
Ey’=c(x)(y-a(x))(y-b(x)), O,<x,<X, 
~b(o) + b(O)] <v(O) < 4% (2.2) 
where it is assumed that 
c(x) < _c < 0, c’(x) G 0, o,(x<x. (2.3) 
Q(X) ’ b(x), a’(x) > 0, b’(x) < 0, 
(u(x)+bfx))‘iO, o<x<x. 
(24 
A difference scheme will be presented and shown to have the property that its solution yh 
satisfies the uniform error estimate 
IY(x,> -Y,“/ d Ch, (2.5) 
with C a constant independent of n, h and E. 
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2.2. Notation 
In what follows, we adopt the following notation: 
c, = c(x,), a, = a(x,), b,, = b(x,), 
P=h/c, 
k, = (.vO - a,)/(v, - b,,), 
cd’=o, c~+*=c~+~(c,+4c,+,,2+c,+,), 
where the h superscript denotes association with the coarse mesh size h. 
Ch/2 = 0 







,!, C,h = 
J 






dy’tc(x) dx - &x,,(ih)4a(“‘)(t2), 0 c t2 <x,,, 
0 
so that subtraction yields 
Cnh = Czh,/’ + 0( h3). 
We further define 
u,h = Cnh(a,, -b,,), 
w,” = (Eh - Z)u,” = Cnh+l(a,+, - b,,+,) - Cnh(an - b,,), 
uh’2 = C2h,/‘( a,, - b,) 
$2=(Eh’2-I)~2, -u2,,+, h/Z _ h/2 _ h/2 “2n * 
Using (2.13), (2.14) and (2.16), it is easy to show that 
u,h = v;!’ + 0( h3), 
and, using (2.15) and (2.17), that 




2n+2 - v;,/f,) + (v;,‘;, - v;,/‘) + 0(h3) 









2.3. Background results 
Lemma 2.1. Solution of a recurrent inequality: Given a sequence of numbers <,, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . that 
are known to satisfy inequalities of the form 
IL+11 <Al&I +BY 
where A and B are certain nonnegative constants independent of n, then 
/E,IW/~oj+$+B, A#l. 
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Proof. See [14, p. 201. q 
Theorem 2.1. Let y be the solution of the continuous problem and yh a difference approximation. Let 
C, and C, be constants independent of h. Then for all n > 0, all 0 < h < h, and all E > 0 
ly(nh) -yi,“/ G C,hP 
iff 
(b) Iy,” -yz”,/‘I < C2hP. 
Furthermore, C, is independent of 6 if and on,, if C, is. 
Proof. See [lo, Theorem 1.5.11. c3 
2.4. Summary of convergence results 
To solve (2.2) numerically, we define the uniform mesh 
0 = X0 < x, < x2 < . . . < Xh, = x, 
and the stepsize h, where 
h=x,+i-x,,, O<n<N-1, Nh=X, 
and consider the exponentially fitted scheme 
v,h+i +v,” +pnh(ynh -a,>(k’-b,)3 Y(O) =yo (2.20) 
[exp( pw,h) - l] [l - km+~nh)l 
“= (a,-b,,)[l -k,+,eq(pv,h+l)] (2.21) 
where the quantities v and w are defined by (2.14) and (2.15) respectively. The corresponding 
recursion for a uniform mesh of size $h is given as follows: 
h/2 YZn+l =y2, h/2 + pi,/‘( y[n/’ - a,)( y2”,/’ - b,), (2.22) 
p;,/2 = [ ( exp pwzn h/2) - l] [ 1 - k, exp( pvi,/2)] 
(a, - b,)[l - k,+i,2 ex~(p~i)] 
(2.23) 
where the quantities v and w are defined by (2.16) and (2.17) respectively. We define the 
‘comparison’ function Cp as follows 
+,,, = (a,/-- 6, exp(pv,))/(l - k, exp(pu,,)) (2.24) 
where m=O, l,..., N, with Nh = X, for any 0 < h G ho. 
The convergence proof is detailed in [5] and summarised here. The proof depends on 
establishing the validity of conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.1 (with p = 1). These are verified 
using the following lemmas: 
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Lemma 2.2. Let y,, denote the solution of recursion (2.20), (2.21) on a uniform mesh of size h at the 
point x, = nh and let yz, denote the corresponding solution using the uniform mesh size ih. Then, for 
all 0 < h < h,, all 6 > 0 and all n > 0, 
IY, -YInI G Ch, 
where C is a constant independent of n, h and E. 
Proof (Outline). We adopt the notation (for this Lemma only) 
d, = (Yz, - aJ(Yzn - 0, 
d* = (Yz, - a,+1,2)(Y*n - &+I,*)9 
noting that Id, - d, I< Ch. From (2.22)-(2.23) we obtain 
Y2n+2 =YZn+l + PZn+l(Y2n+l - an+,/2 )(Yzn+, -&+1/z) 
=y2, +Pz,d, +Pzn+l(Y2n +Pz,dl - %+1,2)(Y2n +PZndl - k+1,2L 
Using the notation of (2.26) we can write 
(Y2” +P,,dl - %+l,2)(Y2n +PzJl - kl+1,2) 
= d2 + 2P2,zdlY2, - P2&?+1,2 + k+1,2) + ( P2A2 
= dl +P2A(Y2, +Yzn+l) + (d2 - d,) -PzJ1(%+1,2 + k+1,2). 
Substituting (2.28) into (2.27) gives 
Y2n+2 =yzn +P,J* + dl[ P2n+l + PZnP2n+l(YZn +y2n+1 - a!7+1,2 - b,+1,2)] 
+PZn+l(d2 -d,). 







+p2n+,(d2--4) +p2n+14[p2,,(y2,,-~2n)1 +~zn4[~2n+1(~2n+1 -+2n+l)b 
(2.30) 
Subtracting (2.20) from (2.30) gives 
Y2n+2 -Y,+, = A(Y,, -Y,,> + By (2.31) 
where 
A=1+P,(y2,+y,-a,-b,), (2.32) 
B=d,[p2,,+~2n+1 +~2,,~2n+l(+2n++2n+, -an+,,2-b,+1,2) -pn] 
+p2,,+1(d2-4)+p2n+14[p2n(y2,,-~2n)1 +~2A[~zn+1(~2n+1 -+2n+,)1. 
(2.33) 
From [5] we have 
O<A<l, 
I BI G Ch[l - exp(pw,.)] + Ch[l - exp(pw,,+,)] + Ch3. (2.34) 
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Using Lemma 2.1, since from (2.31) 
IYzn+2 -Y,+1 I QIY,,-Y,I +I% 
we obtain together with (2.34) 
IYZ, -Y,“/ =G 
C@ - exp(py,)] + Ch[L - exp(PWZn+,)] + 0(h3) 
-Pnh(Yzn+Ynh-%-Q 
< Ch, 
where C is a constant independent of n, h and c. q 
Lemma 2.3. Let y be the solution of the continuous problem (2.2) and yh denote the difference 
approximation obtained using (2.20), (2.21). Then, for all n 2 0, all 0 < h < h, and all e > 0, 
lim ly(nh) -y,h[ = 0. 
h-0 
(2.35) 
Proof. Applying a Taylor’s series expansion to (2.2) gives 
Y& + l)h) -Y(nh) 
=pc(nh)(y(nh) -a(nh))(y(nh) - b(nh)) + Ch*lu”(t)l (2.36) 
for some x,<<<x,+,. Subtracting (2.20) from (2.36), noting that c(nh) = c,, a(nh) = a,, and 
b( nh) = b,, gives 
Y&r + l)h) -yn+1= [I+ pc,(Y(nh) +Y, - a, - b,)](Y(nh) -Y,> 
+k-~~)(~~-a~)(y,-b,)+Ch*ly”(~)I 
and applying Lemma 2.1, noting that 1 u”(t) l < CcP2, gives 
Iy(nh)-~,l~CI(~,-pc,)/pc,~+O(p)~C~ 
= Ch/e, 
so that taking limits as h + 0 gives (2.35). ~1 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let y be the solution of the continuous problem (2.2) and yh denote the difference 
approximation obtained from (2.20), (2.21). Then, for all n 2 0, all 0 < h < h, and all e > 0 
ly(nh) -vnhI G Ch, 
where C is a constant independent of n, h and e. 
Proof. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2 establish the validity of conditions (a) and (b) respectively of 
Theorem 2.1. The result follows from the statement of Theorem 2.1 with p = 1. 0 
A similar result, [5], holds in the case 
a(x) < b(x), c(x) > 0, o<x<x, 
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for the problem 
cY’=c(x)(Y-a(x))(y--h(x)), o<x<x. 
a(0) <Y(O) < $[a(O) + b(O)]. 
where it is assumed that 
c(x) > c > 0, c’(x) >, 0, o,<x<x, 




3. Equal roots: nonuniform convergence 
We consider the case: a(x) = b(x), c(x) < 0, 0 G x G X. for the problem 
eY’=c(x)(Y-*(x))2, O<x<X, 
Y(0) ’ a(O), 
(3.1) 
where it is assumed that 
c(x) ,< c < 0, c’(x) < 0, o<x<,<, (3.2) 
a’(x) GO, o<x<x. (3.3) 
In this section, the quantities u and w are defined as follows: 
v,h = c,l’, (3.4) 
wnh = c,;+, - c,” = u,“+, - U,h, (3.5) 
“h/2 = ctn/2, 
2n (34 
Wh/2 z cz”,/: , - c,“,/’ = “y , - “y 
where Ch ard Chi2 
(3.7) 
are defined respectively by (2.9) and (2.10). 
To solve (3.1) numerically, we define the mesh and stepsize as in Section 2 and consider the 
exponentially fitted scheme 
Yh ,I+ 1 =v,h +Pnh(Y,h - %jZl Y, =u(O), (3.8) 
(3.9) 
where vh and wh are defined by (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. The corresponding recursion on a 
uniform mesh of size $h is 
Y2n+l -Y2n 
h/2 - "/2+p;i'(y;/2-a,)2, (3.10) 
h/2 = w=n 
P2n 
h’2P[1 - (Yo - %bJ:,/‘P] (3.11) 
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where the quantities vh/’ and whi2 are defined respectively by (3.6) and (3.7). We define the 
following ‘comparison’ function 
&??=(YL+L)/(l- (Yo-%)%P) (3.12) 
where m = 0, 1,. . . , N, with Nh = X, for all 0 < h G h,. 
Inspection of the limiting behaviour and stability properties of the solution of the constant 
coefficient problem 
EY ‘=c(y-a)(y-6), c<o, 
given by (1.8) shows that y(x) is defined for all - cc < x < co, if b <y, < a and for all 
0 G x < cc if Y, > a. Also 
jeUY(x) = a + (Yo - a)/(1 - (Yll- .>cx/,) 
which is the solution of the constant coefficient problem 
(3.13) 
EY ’ = c(y - u)’ 
and is defined for all 0 < x < cc on/y ifYO > a. 
We consider the fundamental question, namely: does the rationally fitted scheme, defined by 
(3.8) (3.9), give a uniformly convergent approximation (with order one) to the solution of the 
continuous problem. The following example illustrates that, in general, convergence is nonuni- 
form. 
Example 3.1. Consider the simple problem 
Ey’ = - [Y - 4x>127 Y(0) > 40). 
To simplify computation in the analysis which follows, we assume, without loss of generality, 
that 
Y,-a,=l, and write t =,vo - a,,,. 
Note that if u(x) is constant, t = 1 and the scheme-is exact. In this example, we use the simpler 
notation 
Main step: y, =yO +pO( y, - uo)‘; 
Two half steps: zi =Yo+40(Yo-~o)2? z2=z1 +41h-~*,2)2; 
and, since we assume y. - a, = 1, y. - a,,, = t, we obtain the one-step/two-half-steps error 
estimate 
z2 -Y1 = 40 + t2q, + 2qoat + 41402 -Po 
2 Pt2 2 + tp = -- -- 
2+p 4 [ 1 P242 + tP> P3(2 + tp) 1 + tp + 20 + tp)(2 + P) - (1 + tp)(2 + p)’ + P l+P 
P(2 + tp)[p(l -4 - 2t12 - 
4(1 + tp)(2 + p)’ . 
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Note that, if r = 1 (corresponding to the constant coefficient problem) then 
z 2 -y, =o. 
However, for t f 1, where we assume that 1 - t is O(h), 
lim (z2 -Y,) = l/p - +p(l - 1)’ 
P-r: 
so that, for p sufficiently large, it is clear that the error is 0(h2p) and hence nonuniform. 
We conjecture (but do not prove) that any rationally fitted method whose fitting factor is O(p) 
as p --+ cc (as in this case) will not provide a uniform (order one) approximation for the general 
variable coefficient problem. 
4. Numerical experiments 
4.1. Notation 
We compare the difference scheme introduced in Section 2 with a number of integration 
formulae when applied to the approximate computation of the solutions of some sample scalar 
Riccati equations. For all problems, we use a common uniform mesh and integration interval 
h = 0.0625, x E [0, 11, 
and we compute the absolute error 
et= m;xlY(nh)-Yi[, 1~~~16. 
We linearize the (comparison) implicit schemes using (where n denotes the mesh point number 
and i the iteration count) 
f ,:Z: =f;+,+J,:+,!Y,::: -Y;+,>~ J=af/aY, 
and iterate to convergence, using the criterion 
(YZ: -Y;+, 1 G TOL 
where, for these experiments, we use TOL = lo-‘. 
All computations (unless otherwise stated) were undertaken on a PDP 11/34 at the Regional 
Technical College, Dundalk, Ireland, using single precision arithmetic. 
The integration formulae (together with a suitable abbreviation) which we consider are as 
follows: 
(1) BDF: Second derivative backward differentiation formula of order 4 (i.e. a = 0 and b = i) 
12017 
Y n+l =y,+th[(l +a)fn+,+(l-a)fn]+ah'[(b+a)fnl+,-(b-a)f,']. 
(2) SZMP: A special case of Simpson’s Rule, of order 3 [6], given by: 
Y n+l =y,+ fqi +%L+1,2 +fn+1]7 
Y n+1/2= 4 ‘[3Yn+, +Ynl - Sfn+l. 
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Table 1 
e: for Problem 1 
c=l r=10-’ c =10-2 
BDF 1.821 E-4 1.441 E-3 8.254 E - 2 
SIMP 1.550 E-6 8.780 E - 3 1.969 E+O 
TRAP 1.841 E-4 1.364 E-2 2.644 E- 1 
B/E 1.784 E-2 9.487 E - 2 7.299 E-2 
F-EUL 5.578 E - 2 1.831 E-2 2.423 E-6 
(3) TRAP: The Trapezoidal Rule 
Y n+1 =Yn + :qf,+, +Ll. 
(4) B/E: The Backward Euler formula: 
Y n+l ‘Y, + hf,+,. 
(5) F-EUL: The exponentially fitted Euler scheme derived in Section 1. 
4.2. Numerical results 
In some of the variable coefficient problems considered, the exact solution was unknown but 
an approximation was obtained using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method on a fine mesh. 
Problem 1 (source: [ll]). 
my’ = e”y’ - 2y, y(0) = 0.95, 
Results are presented in Table 1. The critical points are y = 0 and y = 2e-“. Since c > 0, the 
stable root is a = 0 and note that y(0) = 0.95 < 6(O) = 2e0 = 2. It is interesting to note also that, 
for c = low2 SIMP gives yh = 0.732083 and b(1) = 0.7357588, so that the method converges to 
the unstable root. 
Problem 2 (source: [5]). 
ey’ = xy2 + 2xy, y(0) = -0.5. 
Results are presented in Table 2. 
Problem 3 (source: [8]). 
cy’ = (1 - x) y - y2, y(0) = 0.4. 
Results are presented in Table 3. 
Problem 4 (source: adapted from [27]). 
CY ’ = 0.1 + 0.6 sin(x) - 0.8y2, y(0) = 0.25. 
Results are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 2 
e,” for Problem 2 
<=l c =10-’ c = 10-2 z =10-3 
BDF 9.328 E - 5 9.592 E - 4 1.057 E-2 1.169 E-2 
SIMP 8.702 E- 6 8.540 E-4 2.006 E - 2 2.000 E + 0 
TRAP 1.788 E-4 4.770 E - 3 3.450 E - 2 2.260 E+O 
B/E 3.611 E-2 1.154 E- 1 2.560 E - 1 2.026 E+O 
F-EUL 0 0 0 0 
Table 3 
e,h for Problem 3 
c=l c =10-l E =1o-2 
BDF 2.041 E-5 7.355 E-4 4.247 E-4 
SIMP 6.318 E- 6 9.357 E-4 9.895 E-2 
TRAP 4.181 E-5 3.708 E- 3 4.467 E - 2 
B/E 9.568 E - 3 3.799 E - 2 9.220 E - 2 
F-EUL 1.054 E- 2 3.264 E-2 5.235 E-2 
Table 4 
e,” for Problem 4 
<=l E =10-’ f =10-2 
BDF 1.168 E-5 1.319 E-4 7.274 E - 4 
SIMP 2.027 E - 6 1.067 E- 5 1.003 E-3 
TRAP 9.775 E-6 1.100 E-4 2,067 E - 2 
B/E 3.690 E- 3 1.208 E-3 1.856 E-2 
F-EUL 3.970 E - 3 1.945 E- 2 2.421 E-2 
We next consider two ‘equal roots’ test problems (see Section 3) where the exponentially fitted 
Euler type scheme (F-EUL) is not uniformly convergent but which, for moderate values of 
p = h/c, gives a good approximation. 
Problem 5 (source: [5]). 
Cy’ = -(l-tx)[y-(1++‘j2, y(O)=2. 
Results are presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 
ef for Problem 5 
t=l c=10-’ r=10-2 
BDF 2.545 E - 4 4.651 E-3 5.195 E- 1 
SIMP 9.418 E-6 1.039 E-2 - 
TRAP 3.009 E - 4 2.691 E-2 4.572 E + 0 
B/E 6.362 E - 3 7.124 E-2 1.757 E- 1 
F-EUL 1.229 E-2 2.131 E-2 3.780 E-2 
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Table 6 
ef for Problem 6 
t=l f =10-l c =10-J 
BDF 9.191 E-5 3.798 E- 3 5.378 E- 1 
SIMP 8.464 E-6 1.136 E-2 _ 
TRAP 5.257 E - 5 2.936 E- 2 _ 
B/E 3.935 E- 3 7.363 E- 2 1.796 E-l 
F-EUL 1.210 E-2 2.111 E-2 3.744 E-2 
Problem 6 (source: [5]). 
Ey’ = -(I +x’)[y- (1 +x)-‘12, AO)=2. 
Results are presented in Table 6. 
In both Problems 5 and 6, SIMP had overflow problems for E = 10e2 and iteration was 
terminated while TRAP, for Problem 6, gave an oscillatory solution when e = 10e2 and did not 
converge on [0, 11. In all cases, the maximum number of iterations allowed per mesh point was 
restricted to 11 and integration was terminated when overflow was detected. The exponentially 
fitted scheme (F-EUL) did not require any iterations because of its explicit formulation. 
4.3. Order of convergence - numerical experiments 
The order of uniform convergence may be determined experimentally following the work of 
[lo], by the following procedure. Denoting the ‘one-step/two-half-steps’ error estimate by zk.<, 
where 
%.c = max / ynh - y,“,/” 1, h=2-kh,, k=O,l,... ,1 
where the maximum is taken over all mesh points at the coarser of the two meshes 
coarsest mesh on which we solve the problems. If we assume z~,~ has the form 
z~,~ = C,(2-“h,)P’, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
(4.1) 
and h, is the 
where C, and p, are constants independent of k and compute zA z for fixed 6 and for two 
successive values of k, then we may calculate 
Pk.r = lo&[ Zk.</Zk+‘.c] 3 k = 0, 1, 2,. . . 
Corresponding to this value of e, we now have a set of estimates pk,r of the classical rate of 
convergence associated with the problem and these can be combined into a single estimate y,, 
the mean of the pk ( over the range of k. The final estimate p, for the uniform order of 
convergence is the minimum value of y, over all E considered. 
In what follows, the range of E is taken to be 
6 = 2-r , l,(r<9, 
while the range of mesh widths, in the context of (4.1), are chosen to be 
ho=+, and O<k<7. 
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Problem 7 (source: [5]). 
cy’ = -(l+X)[y2-(1+X)-2], y(O)=2 
We estimated the order of convergence for an ‘equal but opposite root’ problem [5], which was 
not considered in the convergence analysis of Section 2, i.e., where c(x) = - (1 + x) < 0, 
0 G x G 1, and y(0) > a(0). Following the method outlined above, we found that 
p = miny, = 1.04197, 
where the computation was undertaken using a COMAL program, in single precision, on the AM 
microcomputer at the Regional Technical College, Dundalk, Ireland. We conclude that the 
(experimental) order of uniform convergence, for this example, is one. 
5. Conclusions 
Although the example considered in Section 4.3 gives an experimental order of convergence of 
approximately one, this class of problem was not considered in the convergence analysis of [5], as 
the method of proof relies on the monotone increasing behaviour of the stable branch a(x) for 
c(x) < 0. The overall experimental results, for the test problems considered, suggest that the 
critical point approach, i.e. the exponentially fitted formulation derived in Section 2, leads to a 
good approximation relative to the corresponding approximations presented for the comparison 
schemes. Moreover the method is explicit and thus avoids the Newton Raphson Iterative method 
incorporated into the implementation of the implicit schemes. The use of a ‘comparison function’ 
simplified the convergence analysis outlined in Section 2 and this type of approach may prove 
useful for more general problem classes. However, the solution of the rationally fitted approxi- 
mation (see Section 3) for the ‘equal roots’ case does not converge uniformly, with order one, to 
the solution of the continuous problem. Future work will consider the conjecture that a 
rationally fitted scheme (whose fitting factor is derived from the solution of the corresponding 
constant coefficient problem) must be implicit (the fitting factor is 0(1/p) as p + 00) so that, 
when applied to the numerical solution of problems of class (3.1), it satisfies a uniform error 
estimate with order one. 
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